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The task of 3D physical design is to map a circuit from a netlist (structural)
representation into a geometric (physical) representation according to a specific
3D IC technology with multiple active device layers. This paper discusses the
recent progress made on the major steps in 3D physical design, including 3D
floorplanning, 3D placement, 3D routing and thermal through-silicon via (TS
via) planning, and outlines the challenges ahead.

1. Introduction

The physical design process for 3D ICs is similar to that used for the traditional
2D physical design, in a sense that it transforms the circuit representation from
a netlist into a geometric representation by the steps of floorplanning, placement
and routing. While the multiple-layer metals have already had 3D structure in
traditional ICs for interconnects, the 3D IC technologies allow multiple layers
of logic devices to be integrated in the third dimension by bonding stacks of
multiple “tiers” to form 3D chips. Each tier, which is similar to a traditional 2D
IC, consists of one silicon layer and several metal layers, and different tiers are
connected by through-silicon vias (TS via).

Figure 1 shows two examples of 3-tier 3D ICs in a cross-section view. The
bottom tier, the middle tier and the top tier are labeled 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The physical layers are parallel to the (x, y) plane, and are bonded along the z-
direction, where the darker shaded bands are dielectric layers, the lighter shaded
bands are silicon layers, and the white bands are metal layers. The large rect-
angles vertically drilling through silicon layers represent TS vias, which connect
logic gates on different silicon layers. The I/O ports open above the topmost
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Fig. 1 Two examples of 3D ICs in a cross-section view.

layer. Figure 1 (a) presents a 3D IC by bonding three tiers in a back-to-face or-
der, where the back side (the silicon layer) of the upper-level tier is bonded to the
front side (the topmost metal layer) of the lower-level tier. Figure 1 (b) presents
another 3D IC, where the middle tier is bonded face-to-face to the bottom tier,
and the top tier is bonded face-to-back to the middle tier.

The requirements on physical design tools to support 3D IC technologies come
from several aspects 3),4),9). The latency and power are still important crite-
rion, where the floorplanning and placer have to consider the timing and power
characteristics of TS vias. The thermal issues in 3D ICs become critical: (1)
The vertically stacked multiple layers of active devices cause a rapid increase in
power density; (2) The thermal conductivity of the dielectric layers between the
device layers is very low compared to silicon and metal. For instance, the thermal
conductivity at the room temperature (300 K) for SiO2 is 1.4 W/mK 27), which is
much smaller than the thermal conductivity of silicon (150 W/mK) and copper
(401 W/mK). Therefore, the thermal issue needs to be considered during every
step of the 3D physical design flow.

A reference 3D physical design flow is shown in Fig. 2, as developed in Refs. 14),
17). The 3D design database holds the necessary information for physical design
tools, including the technology library (e.g., design rules, attributes of physical
layers), cell/macro library, and the netlist. The netlist is transformed to a 3D
geometric representation in the steps of 3D floorplanning, 3D placement and 3D
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Fig. 2 Physical design flow for 3D ICs.

routing, and the thermal issues of 3D ICs are relieved by adopting the thermal
TS vias 10),16),34),35). These steps form the main flow for the 3D physical design,
which are covered in this paper. Please note that other supporting steps, such
as power grid optimization 60) and clock tree synthesis 39),44), are also important
for 3D physical design, but are not addressed due to page limitations.

In the remaining of this paper, we shall present the steps of 3D physical de-
sign in the reversed order starting with 3D routing and thermal TS via planning
(Section 2). Then we present the problem formulations and algorithms of 3D
placement (Section 3) and 3D floorplanning (Section 4). Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes this paper and discusses future challenges.

2. 3D Routing and Thermal TSV Planning

Given the placement of every cell and every macro, either manually or automat-
ically, 3D routing is used to connect all the cells and macros by metal wires, vias
and TS vias according to the netlist information, without violating the design

rules, under constraints like timing, crosstalk, temperature and yield.
2.1 Problem Formulation
The inputs of a 3D routing problem include:
• Design rules: They specify the minimum sizes and spacing of the metal wires,

vias, and TS vias.
• Netlist : It specifies the connectivity of pins.
• Pin locations: The pins include the I/O pins of the top-level design, and the

pins of all the cells and macros, the locations of which are determined after
the 3D placement step.

• Obstacles: The pre-routed nets create obstacles, and the placed cells and
macros create obstacles for TS vias.

• Constraint-related parameters: They include the electrical parameters, ther-
mal parameters, yield parameters, etc., for various design constraints.

Two examples of the 3D routing resources are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b),
which correspond to the 3D ICs in Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b), respectively. The
postfix of the layer names in Fig. 3 represents the tier in which this layer is
located, and the prefix represents the layer type. The silicon layer is labeled with
a prefix TSV, where the interconnect going through this layer is implemented
by TS via. The metal layers are labeled with prefixes m1 and m2 with gray
shading, and the via layer between them is labeled with v12. Although there are
only two metal layers of each tier shown in these examples for the convenience
of demonstration, more metal layers are manufacturable in 3D IC technologies.
The interconnects are routed in orthogonal directions inside the metal layers, and
they are routed in a vertical direction on the via layer and TS via layers.

The pins of cells and macros usually locate at the low-level metal layers, as in
2D ICs, and the I/O pins locate at the topmost layer in the 3D IC layer stack.
Obstacles may exist at every layer, where the pre-routed nets create obstacles on
the metal layers and via layers, and the cells and macros create obstacles on the
TSV layers.

The 3D routing models are very similar to the 2D routing models with metal
layers and via layers only, where the TS via layers can be viewed as special via
layers. The major differences are that: (i) there are many more obstacles on the
TS via layers than on the via layers, due to the placed cells and macros; (ii) the
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Fig. 3 Two examples of the 3D routing models.

minimum size and spacing rules of the TS via layers are much larger than those
of the via layers; and (iii) there are tight thermal constraints. Clearly, the 3D
routing problem is a generalized version of the routing problem for multi-metal
layer 2D ICs.

Since the thermal issues are critical for 3D designs, the concept of the thermal
TS via is proposed as an effective way to reduce temperature 10),34). The thermal
TS via planning problems can be formulated as below: given a netlist, the place &
route (P&R) region, and the thermal analysis model, find the location of thermal
TS vias to satisfy the temperature constraint without violating the feasibility and
degrading the quality of the 3D P&R results. The thermal TS via planning can
be performed before routing, in routing, or after routing.

2.2 3D Global Routing Algorithms
Researchers began to investigate the 3D channel routing problems 24),48) in the

early nineties purely out of theoretical interest. In recent years, the area routers
dominate when multiple metal layers are available for routing, and so do the 3D

Fig. 4 Routing grid structure and switching box models.

routers, where the routing problems can be modeled as in Fig. 3. The 3D routing
process can be divided into global routing and detailed routing stages. In this
paper we focus on the global routing problem, because once the TS via positions
are determined, we can take advantage of the existing 2D detailed routers to
complete the detailed routings tier by tier.

During 3D global routing, a grid structure is imposed on the routing layers, as
shown in Fig. 4 (a). Each grid is modeled by a switching box with six capacities
along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis in both directions, where the capacities are
measured by the number of interconnects allowed. A single layer of grids can
model a physical layer at a fine level 15), as shown in Fig. 4 (b). And it can also
model a sequence of physical layers, which usually form a tier, at a coarse level 58),
as shown in Fig. 4 (c). For example, if a layer of grids model a physical layer as
in Fig. 4 (b), the capacities can be computed in this way: (1) the capacities of
a grid on the metal layers (CWIRE) along the x-axis and y-axis are computed
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Fig. 5 The flat global routing scheme.

according to the obstacles inside that grid, and the capacities along the z-axis
are infinite (eventually limited by the neighboring layers); (2) the capacities of
a grid on the via layers and TS via layers along the x-axis and y-axis are zero,
and the capacities along the z-axis (CTSV or CVIA) are computed according to
the obstacles inside that grid.

Roughly speaking, the 3D global routing problems are very similar to the 2D
routing problems, because the multiple metal layers already create some 3D struc-
tures. The additional considerations in 3D routing problems include: (1) the
solution space is larger than that of 2D routing problems because more layers are
available; (2) the pins locate on more layers in 3D routing problems than in 2D
routing problems, where the pins only locate on a few metal layers close to the
silicon layer; (3) the TS vias create blockages and consume routing resources to
go through silicon layers; (4) thermal optimization is available based on the idea
of thermal TS vias.

The global routing flow can be implemented either in a flat global routing
scheme (Fig. 5), or in a multilevel global routing scheme (Fig. 6). In the flat
global routing scheme 58), the initial 3D global routing consists of the signal TS
via planning and the wire routing. After the initial routing, iterations of thermal
TS via planning and rip-up and reroute are performed to meet the congestion
constraints and the thermal constraints.

In the multilevel global routing scheme 15), a V-cycle consists of a downward

Fig. 6 The multilevel global routing scheme 15).

pass and an upward pass. In the downward pass, the coarse-level 3D global
routing problems are constructed from the fine-level problems by estimating the
coarse-level routing resources and the thermal-related information. These prob-
lems are solved in the upward pass from the coarsest level to the finest level,
where the local nets are routed and the routing of global nets is refined. At the
coarsest level, an initial 3D global routing and the thermal TS via planning are
performed. Then the coarse-level routing results are projected to a finer-level
problem, and the finer-level problem is solved by completing the signal TS via
planning, the thermal TS via planning and the rip-up and reroute. After the 3D
global routing is done and the TS via locations are determined at the finest level,
2D detailed routing is performed tier-by-tier to finish the 3D routing process.

In both the flat scheme and the multilevel scheme, the rip-up and reroute is
usually for wire routings, thus, the techniques for 2D rip-up and reroute can
be adopted. In the following subsections, we shall focus on the key compo-
nents for 3D global routing algorithms, including initial 3D global routing (Sec-
tion 2.2.1), signal TS via planning (Section 2.2.2) and thermal TS via planning
(Section 2.2.3).
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2.2.1 Initial 3D Global Routing
During the initial 3D global routing stage, the signal TS via locations can be

determined before or during wire routing. The work in Ref. 58) plans TS vias
before wire routing using three steps: routing congestion estimate, signal TS via
planning, and 2D wire routing. The first step estimates the routing congestion
by extending the L-Z shaped statistical routing model 51) for 3D global routing.
Based on the congestion information, the second step plans the signal TS vias by
a min-cost network flow heuristic, which will be presented in the next subsection.
After the signal TS via planning, the inter-tier nets are decomposed into a set of
2D nets by adding pseudo-pins on each tier to replace the signal TS vias, and the
decomposed nets are routed by 2D routing algorithms, e.g., 2D maze routing, at
the last step to complete the initial 3D global routing.

The initial 3D global routing stage can also be completed by simultaneous
signal TS via planning and wire routing, either with concurrent approaches or
sequential approaches. The work in Ref. 22) extends the hierarchical routing al-
gorithm 6) as a concurrent approach to the 3D global routing problem. However,
it assumes space between cell rows is provided for TS vias, and only limits the
total TS via per row of cells without modeling the placed cells as routing block-
ages. As a sequential approach, the work in Ref. 15) applies 3D maze searching
to conduct the simultaneous routing of TS vias and wires. The multipin nets are
first converted to minimum spanning trees, and then these minimum spanning
trees are converted to minimum Steiner trees by performing a point-to-path 3D
maze searching. Steiner edges are created when the searching path touches the
existing edges of the tree before the target point. The maze-searching algorithm
finds the shortest paths, with awareness of obstacles that are capable of handling
TS vias by properly setting the routing cost and routing resources along the
z-direction for the 3D maze searching engine.

2.2.2 Signal TS Via Planning
The signal TS via planning can be used at the initial 3D global routing stage,

or at the fine-level routing refinement in the multilevel scheme. Given a plan-
ning window PW divided into planning bins {bj}, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, with position
(xj , yj) and capacity cj , assign signal TS vias {vi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, into one of
these bins of PW , so that the TS via number assigned to each bin bj does not

Fig. 7 Min-cost flow problem for signal TS via planning.

exceed its capacity cj , and the wirelength is minimized.
The min-cost network flow heuristic is a commonly used method for signal TS

via planning 15),58). As shown in Fig. 7, a network G(V,E) is constructed, whose
node set includes all the TS vias {vi}, all the planning bins {bj}, a pseudo source
node s, and a pseudo sink node t. There are three kinds of edges in the edge set
E, where each edge will be assigned with a (capacity, cost) pair:
• The source node s has supply of n, and connects to n TS vias {vi}. Each

edge (s, vi) has capacity 1 and cost 0.
• There are n×m edges from the TS vias {vi} to the bins {bj}. The capacity of

edge (vi, bj) is infinity, and the cost costWL(i, j) is the estimated wirelength
after assigning vi to bj .

• Every bin bj connects to the sink node t, where each edge (bj , t) has a capacity
of cj and a cost of 0.

In this min-cost flow problem, the supply at the source node and the maximal
capacities at the edges are all integers. Thus, the optimal solution will also have
integer values 30). This solution indicates the optimal assignment of each signal
TS via to the planning bins, in the sense of the estimated wirelength, and can be
solved in polynomial time.
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2.2.3 Thermal TS Via Planning
Thermal TS via planning is carried out after signal TS via planning, because

wirelength is usually more critical. During thermal TS via planning for an L-tier
3D IC, the routing region on each tier is divided into N × M planning bins,
which are denoted as {bi,j,k} with 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M and 1 ≤ k ≤ L.
Given the placement of cells/macros and the signal TS via planning results, we
can compute the TS via capacity ci,j,k and the minimum TS via number si,j,k

of each planning bin bi,j,k, which give the per-bin TS via constraints such that
the TS via number ni,j,k satisfies si,j,k ≤ ni,j,k ≤ ci,j,k. Thus, the problem of
thermal TS via planning is to minimize the total number of TS vias

∑
i,j,k ni,j,k,

subject to the temperature constraint and the per-bin TS via constraints.
The thermal TS via planning problem can be solved by linear programming 58)

with {ni,j,k} as problem variables. However, the approximation that the tem-
perature change ΔTi,j,k in bin bi,j,k is proportional to the TS via number change
Δni,j,k is not accurate in general, as the thermal conductance and the temper-
ature are in a nonlinear relationship. The thermal sensitivity factors depend on
the TS via distribution. Therefore, the thermal sensitivity analysis and the linear
programming have to be performed iteratively until a feasible solution is reached.

Thermal TS via insertion affects the thermal characteristic of a 3D IC. The
work in Ref. 16) proposes a nonlinear programming-based method, where a ther-
mal resistive network model 52) is integrated in the formulation. The bin structure
is shown in Fig. 8 (a), where each bin bi,j,k is associated with a power dissipation
Pi,j,k and a temperature Ti,j,k. The thermal resistive network model according
to the bin structure is shown in Fig. 8 (b). It is assumed that the heat sink is
attached to the bottom tier, and the other sides of the resistive network are adia-
batic. The notations for the heat flows in the thermal resistive network are shown
in Fig. 8 (c), where a heat flow opposite to the arrow direction is represented by
a negative value. The power dissipation and the heat flows related to a node in
the thermal resistive network satisfy:

Pi,j,k + H
(x)
i−1,j,k + H

(y)
i,j−1,k + H

(z)
i,j,k+1 = H

(x)
i,j,k + H

(y)
i,j,k + H

(z)
i,j,k (1)

And the heat flows and the temperature satisfy:

Fig. 8 TS via planning bins and the thermal resistive network model.

H
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H
(y)
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(y)
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H
(z)
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i,j,k are the thermal conductivities at the heat flow edge

(bi,j,k, bi+1,j,k), (bi,j,k, bi,j+1,k), (bi,j,k, bi,j,k−1), respectively.
Instead of directly formulating {ni,j,k} as problem variables, the temperatures

T = {Ti,j,k} and the heat flows H =
{

H
(x)
i,j,k

}
∪

{
H

(y)
i,j,k

}
∪

{
H

(z)
i,j,k

}
are the

variables in the nonlinear programming problem. The temperature and heat
flows determine the number of TS vias ni,j,k(H,T ) to be planned in each bin
bi,j,k:

ni,j,k(H,T )gTSV + g
(z)
i,j,k = G

(z)
i,j,k = H

(z)
i,j,k/(Ti,j,k − Ti,j,k−1)

⇒ni,j,k(H,T )=
(
H

(z)
i,j,k/(Ti,j,k − Ti,j,k−1) − g

(z)
i,j,k

)
/gTSV (3)

where g
(z)
i,j,k is the thermal conductivity at the heat flow edge (bi,j,k, bi,j,k−1)

without any TS vias, and gTSV is the thermal conductivity of one TS via.
Thus, the thermal TS via planning problem can be solved by minimizing

ni,j,k(H,T ), subject to the per-bin TS via constraints si,j,k ≤ ni,j,k(H,T ) ≤ ci,j,k,
the temperature constraints Ti,j,k ≤ Tmax and the thermal model constraints as
in Eqs. (1) and (2). This nonlinear programming problem can be solved by the
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alternating direction TS via planning algorithm (ADVP) 16), which iteratively
alternates between vertical thermal TS via planning and horizontal thermal TS
via planning.

3. 3D Placement

Placement is an important step in the 3D physical design flow. The perfor-
mance, power, temperature and routability are significantly affected by the qual-
ity of placement results. Thus, a 3D placement tool has to minimize the total
wirelength, and has to control the TS via number and temperature.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Given a circuit H = (V,E), the tier number K and the per-tier placement

region R = [0, a] × [0, b], where V is the set of cell instances (represented by
vertices) and E is the set of nets (represented by hyperedges) in the circuit H

(represented by a hypergraph), a placement (xi, yi, zi) of the cell vi ∈ V satisfies
that (xi, yi) ∈ R and zi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. The 3D placement problem is to find a
placement (xi, yi, zi) for every cell vi ∈ V , so that an objective function such as
the weighted total wirelength is minimized, subject to overlap-free constraints,
and other constraints such as performance and temperature. In this paper we
focus on temperature constraints, as the performance constraints are similar to
that of 2D placement. The reader may refer to Refs. 20), 42) for a survey and
tutorial of 2D placement.

3.1.1 Wirelength Objective Function
The quality of a placement solution can be measured by the performance, power

and routability, but the measurement is more difficult than that in routing. In
order to model these aspects during optimization, the weighted total wirelength
is a widely accepted metric for measuring placement quality 41),42). Formally, the
placement objective function is defined as

OBJ =
∑

e∈E
(1 + re) · (WL(e) + αTSV · TSV (e)) (4)

The objective function depends on the placement {(xi, yi, zi)}, and it is a
weighted sum of the wirelength WL(e) and the number of TS vias TSV (e) over
all the nets. The weight (1 + re) reflects the criticality of the net e, which is
usually related to performance optimization. The unweighted wirelength is rep-

resented by setting re to 0. This weight is often used to model thermal effect,
timing and timing criticality of net e 26).

The wirelength WL(e) is usually estimated by the half-perimeter wirelength
(HPWL) 19),26):

WL(e) =
(

max
vi∈e

{xi} − min
vi∈e

{xi}
)

+
(

max
vi∈e

{yi} − min
vi∈e

{yi}
)

(5)

Similarly, TSV (e) is modeled by the range of {zi : vi ∈ e} 19),25),26):

TSV (e) = max
vi∈e

{zi} − min
vi∈e

{zi} (6)

The coefficient aTSV is the weight for TS vias; it models a TS via as some
additional wirelength. For example, in 0.18μm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) tech-
nology, Ref. 23) estimates that a 3 μm-thickness TS via is roughly equivalent to
8 to 20 μm of metal-2 wire in terms of capacitance, and it is equivalent to about
0.2 μm of metal-2 wire in terms of resistance. Thus a coefficient αTSV between
8 to 20 (μm) can be used for optimizing power or delay in this case.

3.1.2 Overlap-Free Constraints
The ultimate goal of overlap-free constraints can be expressed as the following:
|xi − xj | ≥ (wi + wj)/2

or for all cell pairs vi, vj with zi = zj (7)
|yi − yj | ≥ (hi + hj)/2

where (xi, yi, zi) is the placement of cell i, and wi and hi are its width and height,
respectively. The same applies to cell j. Such constraints were used directly in
some analytical placers early on, such as in Ref. 7).

However, this formulation leads to a large number of O(n2) either-or con-
straints, where n is the total number of cells. This amount of constraints is not
practical for modern large-scale designs.

To formulate and handle these pairwise overlap-free constraints, modern placers
use a more scalable procedure to divide the placement into coarse legalization
and detailed legalization. Coarse legalization relaxes the pairwise non-overlap
constraints by using regional density constraints:
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Fig. 9 (a) Density constraint is satisfied; (b) Density constraint is not satisfied 54).

∑
for all celli
with zi=k

overlap(binm,n,k, celli) ≤ area(binm,n,k) (for all m,n, k) (8)

where overlap(binm,n,k, celli) represents the partial area of celli that is contained
in binm,n,k, and area(binm,n,k) represents the area capacity of binm,n,k.

For a 3D circuit with K tiers, each tier is divided into L × M bins. If every
binl,m,k satisfies inequality (8), the coarse legalization is finished. Examples of
the density constraints on one tier are given in Fig. 9.

After coarse legalization, the detailed legalization is to satisfy pairwise non-
overlap constraints, using various discrete methods and heuristics 19),26).

3.1.3 Thermal Awareness
In existing literature, temperature issues are not directly formulated as con-

straints. Instead, a thermal penalty is appended to the wirelength objective
function to control the temperature. This penalty can either be the weighted
temperature penalty that is transformed to thermal-aware net weights 26), or the
thermal distribution cost penalty 56), or the distance from the cell location to the
heat sink during legalization 19).

3.2 Overview of Existing 3D Placement Approaches
The state-of-the-art algorithms for 2D placement can be classified into flat

placement approach, top-down partitioning-based approach, and multilevel place-
ment approach 42). These approaches exhibit scalability for the growing com-
plexity of modern VLSI circuits. In order to handle the scalability issues, these
approaches divide the placement problem into three stages of global placement,
legalization, and detailed placement. Given an initial solution, the global place-

ment refines the solution until the overlap-free constraints (Section 3.1.2) are
satisfied. These regions are handled in a top-down fashion from coarsest level
to finest level by the partitioning-based techniques and the multilevel placement
techniques, and are handled in a flat fashion at the finest level by the flat place-
ment techniques. After the global placement, legalization proceeds to determine
the specific location of all cells without overlaps, and the detailed placement
performs local refinements to obtain the final solution.

As the modern 2D placement approaches evolve, a number of 3D placement
approaches are also being developed to address the issues of 3D IC technologies.
Most of the existing approaches, especially at the global placement stage, can be
viewed as extensions of 2D placement approaches. We group the 3D placement
approaches into four categories: partitioning-based approach, flat placement ap-
proaches, multilevel placement approach, and transformation-based approach.
• The partitioning-based approach 1),2),21),26) applies the same divide-and-

conquer strategy as the well-known partitioning-based 2D placement ap-
proach. The bisection of the placement region in the z-direction is performed
at some suitable steps in addition to the bisections in the x-direction and
the y-direction. And the cost of partitioning is measured by a weighted sum
of the estimated wirelength and the TS via number, where the nets can be
further weighted by thermal-aware or congestion-aware factors to consider
temperature and routability.

• Flat placement approaches are the variations of quadratic placement, in-
cluding the force-directed approach 25),31), the cell-shifting approach 29), and
the quadratic uniformity modeling approach 56). Since the unconstrained
quadratic placement will introduce a great amount of cell overlaps, differ-
ent variations are developed for overlap removal. The minimization of the
quadratic wirelength, as well as the quadratic form of TS via number, could
be transformed to the problem of solving a linear system. The idea of these
flat placement approaches is to append a force vector, which is computed
from the area density distribution and helps to remove overlaps, to the right-
hand side of the linear system. The vector is updated and the linear system
is solved iteratively until the area in every pre-defined region is not greater
than the area capacity of that region. These flat placement approaches differ
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by the definition of this force vector, which will be presented in detail in
Section 3.3.

• The multilevel placement approach 13) constructs a physical hierarchy from
the original netlist, and solves a sequence of placement problems from the
coarsest level to the finest level. An analytical 3D placement solver is applied
at each level, which optimizes the log-sum-exp wirelength 5),43) and the log-
sum-exp TS via number estimation subject to the overlap-free constraints. To
model the 3D overlap-free constraints for the intermediate solution, which is
continuous at the z-direction, the area projection method with pseudo tiers
is applied to guarantee the legality of the final solution. Details will be
presented in Section 3.3.

• In addition to these approaches, the 3D placement approach proposed in
Ref. 19) makes use of existing 2D placement results and constructs a 3D
placement by transformation. The transformation schemes include two
folding transformations, the stacking transformation and the window-based
folding/stacking transformation. All these transformations start with a
wirelength-optimized 2D placement on a placement region, whose width and
height are

√
K times as large as the width and height of a K-tier 3D IC.

The idea of folding transformations is to fold the 2D placement like a piece
of paper without cutting off any parts of the placement. Thus, the lengths
of the global nets that go across the folding lines get reduced. The stacking
transformation first shrinks the 2D placement by a factor of

√
K, which can

be viewed as a wirelength-optimized 3D placement projected on the (x, y)
plane. Then the Tetris-style legalization is used to decide the tier assign-
ment of the stacked cells. Although the wirelength is small by the stacking
transformation, the TS via number is usually large. To trade off the wire-
length and TS via number, a window-based folding/stacking transformation
can be used, which divides the 2D placement into windows and transforms
each window to 3D placement by the folding transformation or the stacking
transformation.

3.3 Modeling of 3D Overlap-Free Constraints
3D global placement by the flat placement approaches and the multilevel place-

ment approach, as presented in Section 3.2, usually relax the tier assignment from

the discrete set z ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} to a continuous interval z ∈ [1,K] for a K-tier
3D IC. The modeling of 3D overlap-free constraints for such intermediate place-
ment solution is an essential issue for these 3D placement approaches.

The flat placement approaches (force-directed, cell-shifting, and quadratic uni-
formity modeling) define the cell area distribution in the 3D space in the fol-
lowing way: for a K-tier 3D IC with width W and height H, a 3D space
[0,W ]× [0,H]× [0, τK] is defined; a cell with width w and height h and its lower
left corner at (x, y, z) occupies the 3D region [x, x + w] × [y, y + h] × [z − τ, z].
In such a way, the cell area distribution in the 3D space is defined for a given
intermediate placement solution.

The force-directed approach 25),31) computes the force vector (see Section 3.2)
by solving a 3D Poisson equation for the potential of the cell area distribution.
The force vector is the gradient of the 3D potential field. The cell-shifting ap-
proach 29) first computes the expected placement by cell-shifting to even out the
cell area distribution; this expected placement is not actually performed, and a
pseudo net is created for each cell, where the pseudo pins are located properly so
that the cells tend to move in the desired direction; the steepest descent direction
of the wirelength for these pseudo nets gives the force vector in the linear sys-
tem. The quadratic uniformity modeling approach 56) defines a density penalty
function based on the 3D discrete cosine transformation (DCT) of the cell area
distribution, and approximates this density penalty function by a quadratic func-
tion. The steepest descent direction of the density penalty function is the force
vector appended to the right-hand side of the linear system for this approach.

The multilevel placement approach 13) models the 3D overlap-free constraints
in a different way. Its analytical engine solves the 3D global placement problem
as a nonlinear programming problem. The tier assignment is also explored in
the interval z ∈ [1,K]. Instead of defining a cell area distribution in the 3D
space, this analytical engine models the overlap-free constraints by examining
the area distribution on certain cross sections in the 3D space. The cross sections
include all the actual tiers and all pseudo tiers between every two adjacent tiers,
where z ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} and z ∈ {3/2, 5/2, . . . , (2K − 1)/2, respectively. The
area distribution on a specific actual tier or a pseudo tier is defined by an area
projection function based on the bell-shaped function 43). For a 3D placement
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problem without white space, which can be achieved by adding dummy cells, it
can be proved that if the area distributions on all the actual tiers and pseudo tiers
are equal, the placement will be legal. These area distribution constraints imply
the 3D overlap-free constraints. Thus, the 3D global placement is formulated as
a nonlinear programming problem:

minimize WL(x, y, z) + α · TSV (x, y, z)
subject to Dk(u, v) = 1 for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

Dk(u, v) = 1 for k =
3
2
,
5
2
, . . . ,

2K − 1
2

(9)

where (xi, yi) is the placement of cell vi assigned to tier zi, and the density
function Dk(u, v) is the sum of the area contribution of all the cells to point
(u, v) at an actual tier k or a pseudo tier k. The cell area density function
di(u, v) is 1 inside the region covered by vi, and it is 0 outside this region. The
area contribution is computed after area projection η(k, z). These functions are
defined as:

Dk(u, v) =
∑

i

η(k, zi)di(u, v)

η(k, z) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 − 2(z − k)2 |z − k| ≤ 1/2
2(|z − k| − 1)2 1/2 < |z − k| ≤ 1

0 otherwise
(10)

The density functions Dk(u, v) can be converted to differentiable functions
by the density smoothing techniques, e.g., Helmholtz smoothing 12). Thus, the
nonlinear programming problem can be solved by the quadratic penalty method,
or the augmented Lagrangian method, to obtain a 3D global placement solution.

4. 3D Floorplanning

3D IC technologies make floorplanning a much more difficult problem because
the multi-tier structures dramatically enlarge the solution space and the increased
power density accentuates the thermal problem. Therefore, moving to 3D designs
increases the problem complexity greatly:
• The design space of 3D floorplanning increases exponentially with the num-

ber of tiers. The work in Ref. 36) showed that, given a floorplanning prob-

lem with n blocks, the solution space of 3D floorplanning with L tiers is
nL−1/(L − 1)! times larger than the solution space of 2D floorplanning, if
a 3D floorplan solution is represented by an array of the corresponding 2D
floorplan representations.

• The addition of a temperature constraint or temperature minimization ob-
jective complicates optimization, requiring tradeoffs among area, wirelength,
and thermal characteristics. And with the high temperature in 3D chips, it
is necessary to account for the closed temperature/leakage power feedback
loop to accurately estimate or optimize either one.

• Multi-tier stacking offers a reduction in inter-block latency. It can also be
used to help the intra-block wire latency when the block is implemented
in multiple tiers. Use of multi-tier blocks requires a novel physical design
infrastructure to explore 3D design space.

Therefore, it is imperative to develop thermal-aware and timing-aware floor-
planning tools that consider 3D design constraints. The goal of 3D floorplanning
is to pack blocks on multiple tiers with no overlaps by optimizing some objectives
without violating some design constraints. According to the block representation,
we can classify the 3D floorplanning problem into two types. The first type is
a 3D floorplan with 2D blocks in which each block is a 2D rectangle and the
packing on each tier can be treated as a 2D floorplan. A 3D floorplan with 2D
blocks can be represented by an array of 2D representations (2D array), each
representing all blocks located on one tier. The second type of 3D floorplanning
involves 3D blocks where each block is treated as a cuboid block with non-zero
height in the z-dimension. In this case, the existing 2D representations no longer
apply, and we need new representations.

One important application of 3D floorplanning is to provide 3D physical pro-
totyping for microarchitectural evaluation. Recent studies have provided block
models for various microarchitectural structures, including 3D cache 33),47),50), 3D
register files 49), 3D arithmetic units 45), and 3D instruction scheduler 46). There-
fore, to utilize 3D blocks, the decision cannot simply be made from the archi-
tecture side only or the physical design side only. To enable the co-optimization
between 3D microarchitectural and physical design, a true 3D packing engine is
needed to choose the implementation while performing the packing optimization.
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Due to the page limitations, using 3D floorplanning for 3D microarchitectural
exploration is not covered in this paper, and the readers may refer to Refs. 28),
37), 53) for details.

4.1 Problem Formulation
Similar to the traditional 2D floorplanning, 3D floorplanning also aims at a

small packing area, short wirelength, low power consumption and high perfor-
mance. Although 3D IC technologies have many potential benefits, thermal
distribution becomes a critical issue during every step of 3D physical design.
Therefore, 3D floorplanning distributes blocks on a certain number of tiers with-
out overlapping each other so that the design metrics, such as the chip area,
wirelength, TS via number and maximal on-chip temperature, are optimized or
meet some design constraints.

With the additional z-direction, not only can the 2D blocks be spread among
multiple tiers, but some individual components can be folded into the designs of
a multi-tier block so that the intra-block wire latency can be reduced, as well
as the power consumption. The 3D components with different tier numbers can
be treated as cuboid blocks to be packed in the 3D space. The dimension in
the z-direction represents the tier information. Therefore, in 3D floorplanning
the blocks to be packed can be 2D blocks or 3D blocks. Fig. 10 (a) shows the
2-tier packing for Alpha 21264 in which all blocks are 2D blocks, and Fig. 10 (b)
shows the packing with some 3D blocks. The implementation for each 3D com-
ponent may have multiple choices with different area-delay-power tradeoffs. As
shown in Fig. 10 (b), it is possible that an optimal floorplan has a subset of the
microarchitectural units occupying a single tier, while others are implemented on
multiple tiers with potentially different heights in the z-dimension. According to
the block representation, we classify the 3D floorplanning problem into two types:
3D floorplan with 2D blocks only and 3D floorplan with possible 3D blocks.

4.1.1 3D Floorplanning with 2D Blocks
Though 3D packing with 2D blocks can be treated as multiple stacked 2D

packings, the additional concern at the chip level relates to the large number of
active devices that are packed into a much smaller area, so that the power density
is much higher than in a corresponding 2D circuit. As a result, in addition to
the common objectives of packing area and wirelength, thermal issues are given

Fig. 10 3D floorplanning 54).

primacy among the set of design objectives. Hence, we can formulate a 3D
floorplan with 2D blocks as follows.

An instance of the 3D floorplanning problem with 2D blocks is composed of a
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set of blocks {m1,m2, · · ·mn}. A block mi is a Wi × Hi rectangle with area Ai,
aspect ratio Hi/Wi, and power density PDi. Each block is free to rotate. There
is a fixed number of tiers L. Let the tuple (xi, yi, li) denote the coordinates
of the bottom-left corner of block mi, where 1 ≤ li ≤ L. A 3D floorplan F

is an assignment of (xi, yi, li) for each block mi such that no two blocks over-
lap. The common objectives of 3D floorplanning algorithms are to minimize (1)
chip peak temperature Tmax, (2) total wirelength (or total power), and (3) chip
area. Chip area is the product of the maximum height and width over all tiers.
Wirelength is the half perimeter wirelength estimation. In addition, some other
design objectives, such as noise, performance, the number of TS vias, etc., can be
considered at the same time. Also, some design constraints can be included, such
as pre-packed blocks (the positions of the constrained blocks are pre-defined),
alignment constraints (some specific blocks are constrained to be aligned in x, y
or z directions), etc.

Since 3D floorplanning with 2D blocks can be represented with an array of 2D
representations, the 2D floorplanning algorithm can be extended to handle multi-
tier designs by introducing new operations in optimization techniques. Though
floorplanning for 2D design is a well-studied problem, with the extension of an
IC at the z-direction, the design space of 3D IC floorplanning increases expo-
nentially. Though the multi-tier design can be represented by an array of 2D
packings, the specific optimization techniques are still needed for efficient explo-
ration. Thermal-aware optimization is especially critical in 3D designs.

4.1.2 3D Floorplanning with 3D Blocks
Fine-grain 3D IC provides reduced intra-block wire delay as well as improved

power consumption. The implementation for each component may have multiple
choices due to various configurations. Therefore, the components might be im-
plemented on multiple tiers, such as a 4-tier or 2-tier cache, by different stacking
techniques. But locally, the best implementation of an individual unit may not
necessarily lead to the best design for the entire multi-tiered chip. To obtain the
trade-off between multiple objectives, it is possible to have cubic blocks, which
have different heights in the z-direction, in the packing design. Therefore, a cube-
packing algorithm should be developed to arrange the given circuit components
in a rectangular box of the minimum volume without overlapping each other.

With the various implementations for each critical component, the block imple-
mentation is partially defined. Without the physical information, it is impossible
to obtain the optimal implementations for components for the final chip. Thus,
3D floorplanning with 3D blocks should not only determine the coordinates of the
blocks, but also be able to choose the configurations for components, such as the
number of tiers, the partitioning approaches, etc. Therefore, we can formulate
the 3D packing with 3D blocks as follows.

Given a list of 3D blocks: Suppose for block i, there are k different imple-
mentations that are recorded in a candidate list as {ci

1, c
i
2, . . . c

i
k}. And each

candidate ci
j has the width wi

j , height hi
j , tier number zi

j , delay di
j , and power pi

j

(assume each tier has the same power consumption). The objective is to generate
a floorplan that optimizes for the die area, maximum on-chip temperature, etc.
At the same time, the number of tiers is normally fixed, which means, given the
tier number constraints as Zcon, the blocks should not exceed the tier number
constraint.

4.2 3D Floorplanning Algorithms
Since the 2D and 3D rectangular packing problems are NP-hard, most floor-

planning algorithms are based on stochastic combinatorial optimization tech-
niques such as simulated annealing 32) and genetic algorithm 40). But analytical
algorithms 59) are also proposed for handling 3D floorplanning. In this section,
we focus on the simulated annealing algorithm, which is to minimize a given cost
function by searching the solution space represented by a specific representation.
Normally, the cost function describes the combination of chip area, wirelength,
maximal on-chip temperature, or other factors.

Figure 11 shows the optimization flow based on the simulated annealing ap-
proach. The critical components in a simulated annealing algorithm include: (1)
cooling schedule, (2) cost function, (3) representation of the solution, (4) solu-
tion perturbation. The whole cooling schedule includes the set up of the initial
temperature, cooling function, and end temperature, all of which depend on the
size of the problem and the property of the problem. The cost function is usu-
ally a weighted sum of the wirelength estimate (half-perimeter model), the total
area of all tiers (product of the maximal height and width and number of tiers),
the number of TS vias and the maximal temperature. Various 3D floorplanning
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Fig. 11 The flow of the simulated annealing approach 37).

Table 1 Various representations for 2D floorplanning 54).

Table 2 Various representations for 3D floorplanning with 3D blocks 54).

algorithms differ in the solution representation, which defines the neighborhood
structure for solution permutation.

The 3D floorplan with 2D blocks can be represented as an array of 2D floor-
plans at each tier; thus, the solution of 3D floorplanning with 2D blocks can be
represented as an array of the solution representation of the corresponding 2D
floorplans. There is a plethora of literature on 2D floorplanning problems, so we
only summarize the various representations in Table 1. The solution perturba-
tion includes:

Rotation, which rotates a block;
Swap, which swaps two blocks on one tier;
Reverse, which exchanges the relative position of two blocks on one tier;
Move, which moves a block from one side (such as top) of a block to another
side (such as left);
Inter-tier swap, which swaps two blocks at different tiers;
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z-neighbor swap, which swaps two blocks at different tiers but close to each
other;
z-neighbor move, which moves a block to a position at another tier close to the
current position.
The 3D floorplanning with 3D blocks also has various solution representations,

which are summarized in Table 2. The solution representations also define the
neighborhood of solution perturbation in the simulated annealing algorithm. The
readers may refer to the references in Table 2 for more details.

5. Conclusions

Along with the development of 3D IC technologies in the recent decade, a
significant amount of advancement has been made in the 3D IC physical design
automation. In this paper we cover important problems and algorithms developed
in the 3D IC physical design flow, including 3D routing, thermal TS via planning,
3D placement, and 3D floorplanning. A high-level overview of the basic concepts
in the 3D physical design flow is presented, and the necessary references are
included for readers who would like to dig deeper in a specific topic.

To facilitate wide adoption of 3D IC design technology, future 3D physical
design research needs to address the following issues:
1) 3D physical hierarchy optimization: The study in Ref. 11) highlighted the

difference of physical hierarchy and logic hierarchy, and underscored the
need of physical design generation. This is even more important for 3D
designs. Early 3D architecture exploration work using block stacking only
led to disappointing performance gain due to simple adoption of logic and
physical hierarchy optimized for 2D designs 18). More performance gain
is shown to be possible on the same architecture by applying 3D designs
further down to the logic hierarchy 37).

2) 3D mixed-size placement under TSV density constraint: In order to ef-
fectively explore physical hierarchy, we need highly scalable 3D mixed-size
placement algorithms to be applied to the flattened logic hierarchy as in the
case for 2D designs 11). In particular, it needs to handle the TS via density
constraints, both globally per device layer and locally for every region in
each device layer. The existing 3D placement algorithms lack capability to

handle mixed-size placement and local TS via density support.
3) Commercial support for 3D physical design has been lacking. It will be

very useful for the physical design research community to work together to
develop a complete 3D physical design flow with interfaces to the existing
commercial EDA tools for 2D design to facilitate the adoption of 3D IC
design technologies. A promising integration framework is the OpenAccess
3D extension presented in Ref. 14) and this paper.

4) Strong linkage between the architecture level analysis tool and 3D physical
planning tools is required to take advantage of 3D IC technologies with
new architectures and physical implementations. Physical design and mi-
croarchitecture co-design is needed.
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